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Let (9, G, fJ) denote a contmuous representatton (I of a Lie group G actmg on a 
Banach space 1 and S the semigroup generated by the closed Laplacian associated 
wrth a basis of the Lie algebra Y in the derived representation dU. We prove there 
is a c > 0 such that IjdU(x,) S,II < c/r ‘J 0 < t d 1, for all x, in the basis of Y, and we , 
also prove that this property is characteristic for integrability of a Lie algebra of 
operators satisfying the usual disstpativity requirements for generators of one- 
parameter groups. The basic estimate is established from bounds on the heat kernel 
associated with S. ‘b 1988 Academx Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If (a, G, U) denotes a continuous representation U of the (connected) 
Lie group G on the Banach space 9#, &I(x), x E 9, the representatives of 
the Lie algebra Y acting on the subspace .91dL/ of P-elements, and 
A = - 5 dU(xJ2 
r=I 
the Laplacian associated with the basis x1, . . . . xd of $9, then it follows from 
the work of Nelson and Stinespring [27], Nelson [26], and Langlands 
[23,24] that A is closable and its closure 2 generates a continuous 
semigroup S which is holomorphic in the open right half-plane, and 
satisfies S,A9 E 48,(U), t > 0, where Ha(U) denotes the analytic elements of 
the representation. 
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In Theorem 3.1 we establish that there is a c > 0 such that 
IldU(x,) S,l/ <c/t’:*, tE (0, 11, i= 1, . . . . d. (1.1) 
Moreover, by use of the structure of the Lie algebra, Theorem 2.1, it 
follows that there exist k, I> 0 such that 
IldU(x,,) . . . dU(x,J S,II < kl”n!/t”‘* (1.2) 
for all t E (0, 11, all i r, . . . . i, E { 1, . . . . d}, and all n > 1. The t behaviour of 
the estimates (1.1) and (1.2) reflects the parabolic nature of the evolution 
semigroup S, and the n behaviour confirms the property S,W ~48,(U), 
t > 0, of analyticity. 
In Theorems 2.1 and 2.8 we establish that the estimate (1.1) is charac- 
teristic of integrability for Lie algebras in the following sense. Let 
(A?&, $9, V) be a representation of 9 formed by a family of closable 
operators V= { V(x); x E S} with a dense subspace B?, of Cm-elements 
such that the V lay, represent Q and let 
A= - .f V(x,)* 
,=I 
denote the related Laplacian. We prove that if A is closable and its closure 
J generates a semigroup S with the property that S,48 E W,, TV (0, 11, 
and if, in addition, 
II Vx,) S,II d C/t”*, te (0, 11, i= 1, . . . . d, (1.3) 
for some c > 0, then (a,, Y, V) integrates to a continuous representation 
U of G whenever the V(x) satisfy the usual dissipation properties required 
for generators of one-parameter groups, e.g., if + V(x), XE Y, are dis- 
sipative then V integrates to an isometric representation U. This result is 
proved by first establishing the conditions 
II V(x,,) . . . V(x,,) S,II < kl”n!/tni2 (1.4) 
and then using analytic element echniques. 
The estimates (1.1) imply that the &I(x) are relatively bounded by 
(I + c(&~‘* +’ for all small a > 0, and all E > 0, with relative bound zero. 
Similarly, monomials of order n in the &J(x) are relatively bounded by 
(Z+ad)“‘*+“. It should be emphasized that these boundedness properties 
hold in all continuous representations, in contrast to the stronger bounds 
W-4x,) Wx,) all ~4llA4l + lbll), UE@f”, (1.5) 
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which fails for certain representations. For example, Ornstein [28] has 
shown that the bounds (1.5) fail for the group Rd acting as translations on 
L,( Rd). In fact Robinson [31] has shown that (1.5) holds if, and only if, 
the differential structure of (W, G, U) is determined by the Laplacian [31, 
Theorem 2.11, and then the integration problem for the representation of a 
Lie algebra satisfying a priori estimates analogous to (1.5) can be solved by 
use of P-estimates. Analytic elements are only necessary when the a priori 
estimates are unavailable. 
2. LIE ALGEBRAS 
First, if W denotes a family of norm-closable operators on a Banach 
space W then following [22] we define the C,-elements a, (= 48,(W)) by 
and the C,-elements 9#‘, (= W,( W)) by 
Second, if 9 is a Lie algebra then we define a representation (a,, ‘9, I’) 
to be a family of closed operators I/ = { V(x); x E 9) on the Banach space 
59 such that 
1. S9,( V) is norm-dense, 
2. V(x)a+ V(Y)U= V(x+y)a and 
(ad V(xM V(Y)) a= VW X)(Y)) a, x, YE%, UEs#,. 
It is also of interest to examine sub-representations obtained by restricting 
the V(x) to norm-dense invariant subspaces 99” of W, but for simplicity 
we only consider the maximal representations (W,, 9, V). 
Next let d denote the Laplacian associated with the basis x,, . . . . xd of 9 
in the representation (a,, ‘9, V). Explicitly 
A = - i V(x,)‘. 
I= I 
Our first result derives analytic estimates for the representation from some 
basic properties of A. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (a,, Q, V) be a representation of the Lie algebra Q 
and A the Luplaciun associated with a fixed basis x,, . . . . xd of Y. Assume 
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1. A is norm-closable and its closure generates a continuous semigroup 
S with the property S,B 5 W,, t > 0, 
2. there is a c > 0 such that 
sup II V(-x,) S,all <c llall/t”2, aE&I, tE (0, 11. (2.1) 
I<r<d 
It then follows that there exist k, I> 0 such that 
sup I( V(x,,) . V(xJ S,all < kl”n! Ila(l/t”” 
I Gl,. .r,<d 
for all a E a’, t E (0, 11, and n = 1, 2, . . . . In particular S is a holomorphic 
semigroup. 
ProoJ: Throughout the proof we adopt the simplified notation X= V(x) 
and X, = V(x,). 
Now since S is continuous there exist (by [34]) constants M 2 1 and 
o B 0 such that 
llS,ll <Me’“‘, t 2 0. 
Then if 0 < EO < 1 the resolvent (I + &a) -’ exists as a bounded operator 
and 
Il(r+&ii-‘II <M(l -&O)p’. 
Next by Laplace transformation of (2.1) we deduce that each X, is 
relatively bounded by A with relative bound zero. 
LEMMA 2.2. There is a C > 0 such that 
W,all GE Wll + C IlalllE 
foralli=l,..., d,alla~~‘,,andall~~(O,l]. 
Proof. Choose M> 1 and u 2 0 such that )(S,I( < Mexp{ot} and 
choose 6 > 0 such that 0 < 6w < 1. Now for each b E 9J the function 
t -+ e-‘Sg,b is integrable and 
(I+ A7-l b = Ioa dt e-‘S,,b. 
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Moreover IIX,Sbrll < cl(&) “* for 6t < 1 and IIXJ,,ll <cMexp{w&} for 
6t > 1. Therefore the function t + e-‘X,S,,b is integrable. Since X, is closed 
one deduces that (I+ da)-’ b E D(X,) and 
X,(Z+ ha)-’ b = CI: dt e-‘X,Sg,b. 
But using the foregoing bounds on llX,S,II one obtains bounds of the form 
IIX,(Z+ ha)-’ 611 <K llb11/6”2 
for all 6 > 0 such that 0 < 6w < 4, where K is independent of 6. Now if 
UE$I~, then b=(I+&i)a=(Z+6A)aEW, and hence 
IIX,all <K ll(Z+ 6A) a11/6”2 <Ki5’!2 lIdall + K llal//6”*. 
The desired result follows immediately. 
Next we establish norm bounds on the elements 
a n,r = Xl, ... X,“S,a 
for a E 93’, and t > 0. Note that since S,W, G 93’, and X99, c W, the an,, 
are always in aw, and hence au,,, = AQ. Now for each n > 1 introduce the 
seminorms 
aE% +Pn(a)= sup IIX,, . . . x,,4. 
I<r,. ..r.<d 
LEMMA 2.3. For each n 2 1 there is a K,, > 0 such that 
p,(S,a) G K(Ilf’4l + llall) 
for all aE9i9, and t>O. 
Proof For simplicity adopt the notation x” for a monomial of order m 
in the X,. Then by Lemma 2.2 one has a bound 
IlYS,all GE IlAY-‘S,all + C IIY-‘S,all/& 
GE II(ad A)(Ypl) S,all +E 11X’-‘S,Aall 
+ c II-x-- ‘S,lzJ(/& 
for all a~$#‘,, where we have used AS,a = S, Au for a E 93,. But it follows 
from the structure relations of Y that 
(ad A)(X’-‘)b=~kYb, be%, 
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where the sum is a linear combination of 2(n - 1) monomials Y, and the 
coeffkients k in the sum are independent of n. Hence one obtains a bound 
IIX”S,a(l Gdqn- 1) IIX”S,uII +& Ip+‘S,hzll + c IpT’Stll/&. 
Therefore 
P,(S,U) G&W - 1) p,(S,a) +wn- ,(S,da) + CP,- ,(S,U)/E. 
But choosing E sufficiently small that sK(n - 1) < 1 gives bounds 
pn(S,a)bMp,- ,(S&) + P,- ,(a)) 
for all u E a’, and t > 0. Iterating this inequality then gives bounds of the 
form 
Now since 3 is a generator it follows that there exist C,,* > 0 such that 
Il~“4l G C,.,( Il~“4l + ll4l) 
for all UE 93, and m G n. Combining these estimates gives the desired 
result. 
Now we are prepared to pove the principal statement of Theorem 2.1. 
We continue to use the above symbolic notation for monomials in the X,. 
By assumption we have the bounds 
h2(S,a) d cm I14/~m’2~ UEa?, fE (0, l] 
for m = 1. Let us assume that such bounds hold for m = 1, . . . . n - 1 and then 
calculate a bound on p,(S,u). One has 
=XS,Y-‘S,PSu+ ~drXS,(add)(X”-‘)S,-,a s 0 
=XS,X”-‘S,~.u+Ck~‘drXS,X”S,-.a, 
0 
by use of the usual Duhamel formula where the sum has 2(n - 1) terms. 
Therefore one obtains bounds 
IWSAI < IIXS,II . IIY-‘Sr- Al +nKj-‘dr IlXSrIl . llYS,~r4lr 
0 
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where the constant K is independent of n. Consequently if s= It with 
0 < A< 1 and one sets r = tu one obtains 
p,(S,a)~(C,C,-,r-“‘2)P’2(1 -A)-+‘)‘2 JJajJ 
Now choose A = I/n’. Then A-“2 = n and (1 - A)-‘“- ‘I” is uniformly 
bounded in n. Therefore there is a C > 0 such that 
,%(S,a)<KC,- ,t-“” Ilull + CnKt”’ ~“~‘$p,(S,i,-,,n) 
0 
But iterating this inequality (m - 1) times gives a bound of the form 
where 
m-l 
bL(S,a) G nCC, - , t -Iv2 JJall c ap + R,, 
p=o 
and 
up = (CnKt”2)p I 
b’n2 du, Iln’ du, 
-pj ... 
0 Ml’ I u = (2CKr”2)p 0 P 
But if a E W, then Lemma 2.3 gives the bound 
R, < (CnKt”*)” I;‘“‘$ ..jo”“$ K,(Ild”all + Ilull) 
m 
= (2CKr”‘)” K,( (Id”alJ + Ilull). 
Hence if UEA?~ and one restricts attention to t in the range 
0 < t < 1/16C2K2, i.e., (2CKt”‘) < l/2, one finds in the limit M + co that 
p,(S,a) < 2nCC,- ,t -n’2 Ilall. 
Therefore by induction 
p,(S,a) G (2C)n n!trn’2 lbll 
for all ae.9, and 0 < t < 1/16C2K2. But since S,&? ~a, and 
l)S,I) < Mexp{wt} this gives 
p,(S,a)doiq~lp,(S,-,S,a) 
< inf (2C)“n!(t-c)p”/2 IIS,u(l GM(2C)” n!t-~“‘2 Ilull, 
O<&<f 
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for all a E S3 and 0 < t 6 l/16CZK2. Finally, 
and consequently if 1/16C2K2 6 t 6 1 one has 
p,(S,a) < (8C’K)” n!trni2M2e” llall. 
Therefore the bounds of Theorem 2.1 are valid with k = M* exp{w } and 
I = max(2C, 8C’K). 
The last statement of the theorem is now verified by noting that 
d 2 llXf’S,all < Mkl* Ilalllt 
,=I 
for all a E a and t E (0, 11. But these bounds imply that S is holomorphic 
(see, for example, [29, Theorem 5.21). 
In the subsequent discussion of integrability of the representation 
(&+I’, ,9, V) we will need to assume some dissipation properties for the 
V(x). The simplest situation occurs if the V(x), x E Y, are conservative, i.e., 
+ V(x) are dissipative. It is of some interest that for such representations 
Theorem 2.1 can be slightly strengthened. For example, it then follows 
automatically that A is dissipative, hence closable (see [31, Theorem 3.11). 
In particular S is contractive. But, more importantly, the estimates of 
Theorem 2.1 can then be derived from a weaker range condition on S. 
COROLLARY 24. Let (a’, , 9, V) be a representation of 93 for which the 
V(x), I E 9, are conservative. Assume 
1. the closure 1 of A generates a continuous semigroup S with the 
property S,&?O E Bz, t E (0, 11, for some norm-dense subspace @, of 93, 
2. there is a c > 0 such that 
sup II U*v,) S,all G c l141t”2, UELB, fE (0, 11. 
I<r$d 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 are valid and, moreover, S,9!I E 481,) 
t > 0. 
Proof. The proof of the bounds on p,(S,a) proceeds as before but with 
a~$?&, and one reaches the conclusion that 
IIX”S,all < p,(S,a) < kl”n!t~“‘2 Ilull 
for a E a0 and I E (0, 11. Now we extend this bound to all a E W by a 
continuity argument. 
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Let UEW. Since a,, is norm-dense there is a sequence up E&$ such that 
up + a and then S,a, + S,a. But it also follows from the foregoing estimate 
that X”S,a, is convergent. Next since X is dissipative 
for each E > 0 and all b E 9#‘, (see [3 1, Lemma 2.31). Hence for each pair of 
integers 1 <m <n there is a C,,,(E) such that 
WV d E IlX”bll + C,,,(E) llbll, be&&. 
Therefore X”‘S,a, is convergent for each m <n. Now since X is closed 
XS,ap + XS,a. Moreover, X’S,a,, = X(XS,u,) + X(XS,u) = X2S,a. Arguing 
successively one concludes that X”S,u, + X”S,u. In particular, S,9 E 9#,, 
and since this is valid for all n 2 1 one has S,9# c a,. Finally, the bounds 
on (JX”S,u() follow by continuity from the bounds for UEW,. 
Remarks 2.5. 1. If one assumes that A is closable then the assumption 
that the V(x) are conservative can be replaced by the weaker assumption 
that there is an m E (0, l] such that 
lItI+ cf@,)) 41 2 m II41 
for all uE&Z?‘,, all i= 1, . . . . d, and all small u > 0 (or a < 0) and the 
conclusion of Corollary 2.4 is still valid. The proof is essentially the same. 
2. If 9 is abelian one can improve the bounds in Theorem 2.1, and 
Corollary 2.4, by observing that 
Hence by the usual estimates associated with Stirling’s formula one obtains 
bounds 
IIX”S,ul) < kl” fi Ilu(J/t”~‘, UE93, fE (0, 11. 
One immediate consequence of the estimates of Theorem 2.1 is the 
existence of a norm-dense subspace of analytic elements, for the represen- 
tation of 59, or entire analytic elements if 9 is abelian. Recall that if H is a 
linear operator on &J then b is an analytic element of H if b E n,,, I D(W) 
and 
for some I > 0. We denote the space of analytic elements of H by .@JH) 
and the radius of convergence of the above power series by fb(H). Similarly 
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an element of bE $3, is defined to be analytic for the representation 
(a’, ,g, V) if 
n;o$p.(b)< +co 
for some t > 0. The space of such elements is denoted by 48,(V) and the 
corresponding radius of convergence by tb( V). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Adopt the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Then 
s9o(a)= u s,as9qV) 
r>o 
and in particular .BJ V) is norm-dense. Moreover, tf b E a*(J) then 
where 1 is the constant occurring in the estimates of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof: First, suppose bE9JJJ) and choose s >O such that 
C 2 IIa”bll < +CO 
n20 . 
for all t f 2s. Then 
b,= c $d”b, O<t<s 
nzo . 
exists in W. But by calculation with convergent power series one establishes 
that b = S,b, and hence 
Pi?@) 5 u s,w. 
IL=0 
Conversely assume b E u, , o S$. Thus there are a t > 0 and a b, E 48 such 
that b = S,b,. Now since S is holomorphic there is an m >O such that 
IIdS,II < m/s for s E (0, 11. Consequently 
IIa”blt = Il(~S,,,)” b,ll 
< m”(nlt)” llb,ll < Vmlt)” n! ItbJl 
and these bounds suffice to establish that b E 48,(J), i.e., 
Therefore the first equality of the corollary is valid. 
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Next if b E &Z?JZ) and 0 < t < t,(a)/2 then b = S,b, with b, defined by the 
convergent power series 
b,= 1 $66. 
HZ.0 
Then using the estimates of Theorem 2.1 one has 
n;o; p,(b) = 1 5 pn(S,b,) ?I20 . 
<k c (sl/t1’2)” Ilb,ll. 
flZ0 
Since this last series converges for s c t”‘/l one concludes that 
&?Ja) E a”( V). Moreover, the estimate gives the bound on the radii of 
convergence. Finally, as S is strongly continuous U,,O S,a is norm-dense 
and this proves that aO( V) is also norm-dense. 
Remark 2.7. If o is chosen such that IIS,II <Mexp{wt} then one can 
define the square root of the operator 2 + 01 by standard techniques (see, 
for example, [29, Sect. 2.61). Then it follows straightforwardly that 
9!?J V) E &YJ(J+ ~1)“~). Now if each X, and each product Xix, is 
relatively bounded by d then Goodman and Nelson (see the Appendix to 
[12]) have established that aa( V) =aJ(a+wZ)“‘) but it is unclear 
whether this follows from the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. 
Next we examine the integration problem for (W,, 9, V). We adopt the 
notation of [31] and our aim is to establish conditions which ensure that 
(a,, ,3, V) is integrable. By this we mean conditions which guarantee the 
existence of a continuous representation (W, G, U) of the simply connected 
Lie group G having 9 as its Lie algebra with the property that 
V(x) = U(x) for all x E Y. It will be shown in Section 4, by modification of 
the example in Section 5 of [20], that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are 
not sufficient to ensure the integrability of (a’, ,9, I’). One also needs a 
condition which controls growth properties when one exponentiates V. We 
will assume the V(x), x E 3, are conservative, and then the ensuing group 
representations (48, G, U) are automatically isometric, i.e., II U(g)11 = 1 for 
all 9 E G. It is possible to extend our integrability result to more general 
representations (see Remark 2.9 below) but we first discuss the isometric 
case. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let (W,, Y, V) be a representation of the Lie algebra Y 
and let A denote the Laplacian associated with a fixed basis x,, . . . . xd of Y. 
Assume 
0. the V(x), x E 9, are conservative, 
584;79.,2-8 
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1. the closure 2 of A generates a continuous semigroup with the 
property S,& E &!I=, t E (0, 11, for some norm-dense subspace B?,, of 53, 
2. there is a c > 0 such that 
sup II V-x,) S,all 6 c Ilall/t’~“, aEB’, te (0, 11. 
I<r<d 
It follows that (B’, , Y, V) is integrable to an isometric representation. 
Proof: First, since the V(x) are conservative it follows that A is dis- 
sipative, hence closable (see [31, Theorem 3.11, which generalizes a result 
in [25]). In particular S is contractive. 
Second, fix XEY and consider the norm-closed conservative operator 
V(x). Since ZZIJ V) &a& V(x)) this operator has a norm-dense set of 
analytic elements, by Corollary 2.5. Hence V(x) generates a strongly 
continuous one-parameter group of isometries V” (see, for example, 
[4, Theorem 3.1.191). 
Third, consider the family of generators V(x), x E Y, acting on the norm- 
dense subspace &%J V) of a’, . Since each a E&(V) is analytic for each 
V(x), x E B, it then follows from Theorem 3.1 of [ 1 l] that V is integrable, 
i.e., there is a continuous representation U of G such that U(efX) = V:, 
t E R. The representation U is automatically isometric and dU(x) = V(x) for 
each x E Y. 
Remark 2.9. Integrability of (A?‘, , 9, V) also follows if the assumption 
that the V are conservative is replaced by the condition that there exist 
6, m E (0, 11, and o > 0 such that 
IIV+~V(x,))“all >m(l- Id 0)” Il4L 0-c (El <6, 
for all a E.%” and all n = 1, 2, . . . and i = 1, . . . . d. Then V(x,) generates a 
group V’ satisfying the bounds m (I V:ll <exp{ot}, by Theorem 3.1.22 of 
[43. Now Theorem 3.1 of [ 1 l] still applies, but the resulting represen- 
tation of G is no longer isometric. 
Theorem 2.8 has a converse which we will prove in Section 3. But we 
conclude this section with a discussion of integrability of the class of 
representations analyzed in [ 3 11. These representations are characterized 
by the property that the products X,X, are relatively bounded by A. Com- 
bination of the foregoing result and those of [31] gives a rather complete 
description of this class of representation, which includes all unitary 
representations on Hilbert space. 
In order to exploit the results of [31] it is convenient to use the 
Laplacian A, obtained by restricting A to W, . 
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THEOREM 2.10. Let (W,, Y, V) be a representation of the Lie algebra 9 
for which the V(x), x E 9, are conservative. Further assume there is a basis 
x Y ofYandaK>Osuch that I, ..., . (j 
Sup II WY,) V(x,) all 6 W~all + II4 h a E Mm, , (2.2) 
I < r,, < d 
where A denotes the Laplacian associated with the basis. Set A, = A 1 Mz. 
Then the follobiing conditions are equivalent: 
1. 2, generates a continuous semigroup S such that S,B GB, and 
II V(x,) S,II G c/t’j2, for all t E (0, 11, 
2. JE, generates a holomorphic semigroup S and D(p,) G a,,, for 
n = 1, 2, . . . . 
3. 1, generates a holomorphic semigroup S and 
D(z!,+‘)G n Waco V(x,,).-. V(x,,)) 
I il,....I~“<d 
for n=O, 1, . . . . 
4. 2, generates a continuous semigroup S and 
DE) c n Do, Vtx,) V(x,))7 
I < 4, s d 
5. the representation is integrable to on isometric representation 
(% G, W 
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied then a, = A, and &&,, = D(A”) 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
ProoJ First, it follows from the a priori estimates (2.2) that 
D(a,) c&?‘, [31, Lemma 3.51, and if in addition 1, is a generator then 
D(d,) = aI and 6,= = A [31, Proposition 3.43. 
1 G- 5. This follows from Theorem 2.8. 
2 * 1. Since S is holomorphic S,B c n, a, D(p, ), t > 0. Thus Con- 
dition 2 implies S,W E 99,. Now it follows from (2.2) by Lemma 3.5 of 
[3 1 ] that for each E > 0 there is a C > 0 such that 
IW,all GE IlAall + (E + C/E) lbll, i= 1, . . . . d 
for all a E W, , and then by closure, for all a E 9l9* E W,. Hence 
IIJf,SAl GE llASrall + (E + C/E) IIS,all 
for all a E B. Now since S is holomorphic there is a c such, that llASlll <c/t 
for all 0 < t < 1. Inserting this bound in the previous estimate with E = t’l* 
yields the bound in Condition 1. 
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2 o 3. Since either condition implies D(a, ) = A$ one has 
n D(d,,X,;..X,_)=~,+, 
I <r,. .l,Gd 
and so Conditions 2 and 3 are equivalent. 
3 -4. This is evident. 
4 o 5. This is proved in [31, Theorem 3.11. 
5 =E. 2. By the definition of integrability V(x) = &I(x), XE%, Hence 
dU satisfies the estimates (2.2). Now the desired result follows from 
Theorem 1.1 of [31]. 
The last statement of the theorem has been established in the foregoing. 
Finally, we note that Theorem 2.10 applies directly to unitary represen- 
tations and one recovers Nelson’s result [26] that a Lie algebra of skew- 
symmetric operators on Hilbert space is integrable whenever the Laplacian 
A is essentially self-adjoint. This is discussed in [31, Corollary 3.81. The 
main features of the discussion are the following: (1) skew-symmetry of the 
V(x) is equivalent to the conservative condition; (2) a Lie algebra of skew- 
symmetric operators automatically satisfies (2.2) (see [26, Lemma 6.21 or 
[31, Lemma 1.71); (3) positivity of A ensures that 2 generates a 
holomorphic semigroup; (4) the inclusions D(P) E aZn follow by a duality 
argument (see [26, Lemma 5.21). 
3. LIE GROUPS 
Our next aim is to verify the estimates of Theorem 2.1 for the Lie algebra 
(adU, ‘9, dU) obtained by differentiating a general continuous Banach 
space representation (99, G, U) of a connected Lie group G. It is implicit in 
the foregoing discussion that these estimates are satisfied for a unitary 
representation on a Hilbert space &+ and this can be explicitly verified as 
follows. One has 
IldU(x,) S,al12 = - (Stu, dU(x,)’ S,a) 
d (S,a, AS,a) 
= 
I 
d(a, Ed(A) a) Aep2” 
d Ilul12/2et 
for all a E M and t > 0, where E, denotes the spectral family of A. The last 
estimate follows by resealing A and using xe --x < e -’ for x 2 0. 
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Moreover, if one has a representation (B, IF’, U) the estimates follow by 
a different scaling argument. In this case the semigroup S generated by the 
Laplacian is the convolution semigroup 
S,=j-/v,(x) U, 
determined by the heat kernel p,(x) = (47~~~” exp{ -x2/41}, and 
dU(x,) S,a = -Id dxp,(x) $0 
’ I 
= 
I 
dx m-4 u a 
Rd ax, v 
= -1 (dnt)-d’2 j ddyx,e-~y’i41(-Jra. 
2J Rd J; 
Hence if 1IU.J <Mexp{w IX/} then 
IVW,) S,4l<- 2: (47r) -d'z id dy (y,~e-y2'4ew'~" [la/l 
for all a~9 and te (0, 11. 
A similar but more complicated scaling argument can also be used to 
prove the estimates for other special groups such as the Heisenberg group 
(see Example 4.2 below), but the proof of the general case requires other 
techniques. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (W, G, U) be a continuous representation of the 
connected Lie group G on the Banach space 99 and for a fixed basis xl, . . . . xd 
of the associated Lie algebra 9 define the Laplacian A by 
A = - i dU(x,)*. 
,=I 
Further let S denote the holomorphic semigroup generated by the closure d 
ofd. 
Then there exists a c > 0 such that 
IldW,) S,all G c I14/~L’2 (3.1) 
for all a E 99, i = 1, . . . . d, and t E (0, 11. 
Remarks 3.2. 1. The fact that A is closable and 2 generates a 
continuous semigroup S was first proved by Nelson and Stinespring 
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[27]. Subsequently Nelson [26] proved that S is holomorphic and 
S,B E B’,(U) for all t > 0. Then Langlands [23,24] extended these results 
to a large class of elliptic operators in Y and proved that S is holomorphic 
in the open right half-plane. 
2. Let 1 gl denote the distance from the unit element e E G to g E G as 
defined by Girding [8]. Then g -+ lgl has the properties lghl < jgl + I/II, 
le( = 0, Jg-‘I = (gl, and it defines a metric on G, invariant under left trans- 
lations, by d( g, h) = lgP’hJ = Ih -‘gl. Moreover, for each continuous 
representation (a, G, U) there exist constants A4 2 1 and w > 0 such that 
II U(g)ll d MeoJiRi, geG. 
The constant c in Theorem 3.1 depends only on M, o, and the basis 
x, ) . ..) Xd. 
3. Since S,W E B’,(U) by the results of Nelson and Langlands, 
Theorem 2.1 can be applied to (9!IdcI. %,dU) and hence there exist constants 
k, I > 0 such that 
II 
fi dU(x,,) S,a / < kh! Ilall/r”“, a E 9, t e (0, 11. 
/=I 
Proof: First, by [26, Sect. 81, there exists a convolution semigroup p of 
positive functions in L,(G) such that 
Sra= i- &p,(g) u(g) a, 
JG 
where dg denotes the left-invariant Haar measure on G. Recall that the p, 
form a convolution semigroup if 
for t, s > 0 and p, + 6, the Dirac measure, as t + 0 weak* in C,,(G)*. The 
semigroup p depends only on the basis x,, . . . . xd and not on the particular 
representation U. 
Second, introduce the left, and right, regular representations L, and R, 
on C,(G) by 
and define the left Laplacian AL by 
A,= - f dL(x,)2. 
I==, 
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The Laplacian A, is defined similarly in terms of the right representation. 
Then the function (t, g) E R + x G + p,( g) is a solution of the differential 
equation 
( > $+a, pt=o, 
t > 0, 
satisfying the initial condition pr + 6 as t + 0. Alternatively if one defines 
p,(g) = 0 for t < 0 then (t, g) E R x G -p,(g) is a distribution solution of 
the differential equation 
( > 
;+a, p,k)=&g)&t) (3.2) 
(see [26, Sect. 81, or for a general discussion [17, 191). Moreover, by 
hypoellipticity [ 16, 201, the distribution solution p of (3.2), which can be 
represented as a convolution semigroup of probability measures, is actually 
a P-function on R! x G except at the singular point 0 x e. 
Next we remark that the proof of the estimate (3.1) can be reduced to 
the proof of an analogous estimate on L,(G). 
First, note that if a~&%‘,, then 
dWW=j dgP,k)dw) Vg)u 
G 
= I &(dW,) p,(g)) U(g) u G 
and consequently 
Il~W,) S,all d s, & IdUx,)p,k)l . IIUg)ll . II4 
G 5 4 IWx,)p,(g)l M@l Ml. G 
This estimate then extends by continuity to all UEW. Hence to establish 
(3.1) it suffices to prove the following result. 
LEMMA 3.3. For all y > 0 there is a C,(y) > 0 such that 
5 & IdUx,)p,(g)l eyigi < CL(yW’2 G (3.3) 
for all i = 1, . . . . dundtE(O,l]. 
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It will be convenient to replace &5(x,) with dR(x,) in (3.3), since the 
&Z(x) commute with A,, and this can be done because of the following 
result. 
LEMMA 3.4. There are constant ~12 1, j3 b 0 depending only on the 
structure of the Lie algebra 9 such that 
I(dUx,) ll/)(g)l G aePlg’ ,jl, I(dNx,) +)k)l 
I(dW,) Il/)(s)l <aeSlg’ i I(dL(x,) J/)(g)1 
/=I 
for all tic C,“(G). 
Proof. The adjoint representation, Ad, of G on Y is determined by 
ev{(Adg)(x)j =gexp{x} c’, gEG, XE%. 
Next if AIJ( g) denotes the matrix of Ad g relative to the fixed choice of 
basis x , , . . . . xd of 29 and if $ E C,“(G) then 
-(dL(x,) i)(P)=-$ ICl(e’“a) IrzO 
=~~(gexp(r(Ads-‘)(x,)} Ir=O 
= (dN(Adg-‘)(x,)) J/)(g) 
=/g, A,W’Wb,,) $1(g). (3.4) 
Since ge G + Ad g is a representation of G on the finite-dimensional 
normed vector space 59, there exist constants a 2 1, /I 2 0 such that 
IIAd gll 6 aeSlg’, ge G, 
and consequently 
max gEG. 
I < ‘,I S d 
I AIJ( g)( d ae81gl, 
Combination of these estimates with (3.4) gives the first statement of the 
lemma. The second follows similarly. 
Because of Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.3 is equivalent to the following result. 
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LEMMA 3.5. For all y > 0 there is a C,(y) > 0 such that 
I & IdNx,)p,(g)l eyig’ G CR(y)lt1’2 G 
for all i= 1, . . . . d and tE (0, 11. 
Now let A’ be an open ball of radius r with respect to the Euclidean 
metric arising from the basis x1, . . . . xd of 9 and centred at the origin in 9 
such that a neighbourhood of A7 is mapped diffeomorphically onto an 
open neighbourhood of the identity in G by the exponential map. Put 
A’ = exp A”. To deduce Lemma 3.5 it suffices to establish the following two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.6. There is a constant k>O such that 
I dg Id~(x,)p,k)l 6 W2 .ry 
for all i = 1, . . . . dandtE(O,l]. 
LEMMA 3.7. For each y > 0 there is an l(y) > 0 such that 
f 
dg IdR(xi)Pt(g)l eylg’ 6 I(Y) 
G ? “f? 
for all i = 1, . . . . dandtE(O,l]. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. The diffeomorphism exp: N + JZ transports the 
Laplacian IL onto a strictly elliptic operator A, with analytic coefficients. 
Explicitly, if f E C:(A) and 
4s 1, . . . . ~~)=f(exp{s,x, + ... +s,x,}) 
FAs,, . . . . sd) = (~,f)(exp{s, x1 + . . . + wd}) 
then A,F= Fd. Similarly, dR(x,) becomes a vector field on X commuting 
with A,, which we denote by Xi. We also denote the function p,(exp-‘( -)) 
by p,( .) and the restriction of this function to &V by (b(t, .). Then b(t, .) is 
a Cm-function on R x &A’ and b(t, . ) = 0 for t < 0. Now p is the unique 
solution of the initial value, boundary, problem 
( > ;+A, ~r(s)=O, t > 0, s E x, 
PO(S) = b(s), s E J4, 
p,(s) = Ht, s), s E &A”. 
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(The solution is unique since ,.i” is compact.) We decompose p as 
P,(S) = q*(c s) + q2(4 s), 
where ql, q2 are the unique solutions on [0, cxj] x ,,I’; of the differential 
equation 
( > ;+A, q(1,s)=O, t > 0, s E J=, 
with the initial value and boundary conditions 
q,(O. s) = 6(s), s E JF, 
q,(t, s)=O, t>o, SEix-2, 
and 
qza s) = 0, s E Jc, 
4*(4 s) = wt, s), t>o, sEa.A-, 
respectively. Then ql, q2 are P-functions of I and s in (0, oz ) x A^. 
Furthermore, we have the estimate 
l(X,q,)(t, s)l < Cf-‘d+“‘*ep*‘“‘2;’ 
by [ 11, for suitable constant C and c(, where 1.1 denotes the Euclidean 
distance on Rd. Integrating over L $’ with Lebesgue measure we find 
j, ds I(x,q,)(f, s)l <C1; ,< ds t-(d+“‘2ep”“‘1” 
s .r 
= ct I!2 
s 
r dy e - Xi!12 < C’t - Ii*. 
IpI s ri,, t 
To estimate X,q2 we note that the X, commute with A, and hence X,q, 
satisfies the evolution equation 
( > ;+4 (X,q*)=O 
with initial condition 
(X,q,NO, . ) = cl 
and boundary condition 
(X,q2)(4 x) = (X,b)(t, x) - (X,q,Nt, xl 
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for all x E SN. (Strictly speaking X,b is not defined unless X, is tangential 
to dA’ but since b is essentially a restriction of pI to R x A&” we may also 
define b =p, in a neighbourhood of R’ x &N and then form the derivative 
X,b.) But since A* is compact the maximum principle implies that jX,q,l is 
uniformly bounded in [0, l] x ,4-. Hence there is a constant C” such that 
I ds IX,qz(r, s)l ,< C”, fE (0, 11. .I 
Combining these estimates gives 
s ds I (X, p,)(s)/ < C’t - “* + C” Q C”‘t - ‘I*, fE (0, .I* 11. 
Finally, left Haar measure on G when transported to A’ by the inverse 
exponential map exp -’ is equivalent to Lebesgue measure ds, and in fact is 
dominated by a constant multiple of ds, and hence we obtain the estimate 
I dg WW,) pl(g)l < kr ~ ‘I’, 
tE (0, 11. 
.R 
PROPOSITION 3.8. (a) For all real y > 0, t > 0, and q 2 1, all integers 
m 2 0 and all (iI, . . . . i,) E { 1, . . . . d>,‘, 
and 
j 
G 
&ev’g’ I( fi dR(x,))p,O)l< ~0. 
J=’ 
(b) For every y 2 0 the function g + eVIglp,( g) vanishes at infinity. 
Proof: We consider the Banach spaces L; = Lq( G, evtgl dg) for y 2 0. By 
Lemma 8.1 of [26], for each T> 0, y > 0 there is a k(y) such that 
s &p,(g) <k(y) e-” G\M, 
for all t E (0, T], where 4, = {g E G; lgl < r}. This estimate is equivalent to 
the existence of a k’(y) such that 
s dg el’lg’p,(g) < k’(y) (3.5) G 
for all t E (0, T]. 
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To show that pc E L;, for t > 0, y 20, and q > 1, we first need a crude 
pointwise estimate on p,(g). By a Sobolev inequality there are a C > 0 and 
an integer n such that for all f~ C”(G), 
‘f(e)’ G c.,;,, = II@, dL(x4f II z..u, 
If(e 1 c !I( fi M~d)f~~,, 9 
/s2n k=l . I 
(3.6 
(3.7 
where the inner sum is over all monomials in the x, of order j, and 11 cp 11 Z,UK, 
denotes the L2-norm of cp I,&, . If in addition f is C” for the left regular 
representation in L’(G), then 
By [26, Sect. 61, or [31], this is dominated by C’ ll(Z+ AL)“fll, for some 
C’. Now suppose f = exp{ -t AL} cp =P, * cp for some cp E L’(G) and t > 0. 
Then since (I+ AL)n S, is bounded, by the spectral theorem, we have 
If(e)\ < C” Ilcpl12. Since R(g)f= exp{ -rA,} R(g) cp, it follows that 
If( = IR(g)f(e)l 6 C” lIR(g) cpllz = C” lbl12 @g-‘)“*, 
where 8(g) is the modular function. But p, =P,.‘* * P(,,~, and this gives 
for some constants a and b. Hence for q > 1 
~dgeY~g~p,(g)V~~~dgeY’gi(be”‘g~)’~’p,(g)-cm 
by (3.5) 
The left regular representation L is strongly continuous (but not 
isometric) on L;, for y >O. By [26, Sect. 81, if f~ L; then 
ev{ -tA,jf=p, *f is analytic for L. In particular P, =P~,~ * pli2 is 
analytic and therefore 
fi dL(x,) p,(g) ’ eYlgi < 00, 
,= I > I 
for t > 0, q 2 1, y 2 0, m > 0, and 1 < i, < d. Furthermore, by repeated use of 
Lemma 3.4 we obtain 
fi dR(x,) 
J=I 
This proves (a). 
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The finiteness of the last integral, for q = 2, implies the existence of a 
k”(y) such that for all r>O 
Using (3.7) we have 
(3.9) 
If IgJ =r+ 2 then g.A, &G\.&, and (3.8) and (3.9) yield 
which proves (b). 
Proof of 3.7. By Proposition 3.8 
f 
dg eylg’ldR(x,)p,( g)l < co. 
G 
Our goal is to obtain a uniform estimate 
sup f dg e”“‘IdR(x,)p,(g)l < co. ocrs 1 G\\.X 
Let j(t, g) =dR(x,)p,(g). Then since dR(x,) commutes with A, the 
function f is a smooth solution of the equation 
( > ;+A, A&g)=0 
for (t, g) in a neighbourhood of [0, cc) x (G\\A), with f(0, g) =0 for all 
gEGi.4. 
Next we transform this problem as follows. Let CE C”(R x G) be a 
function such that c( f, g) = 0 for t < 0, supp(c(t, . )) is contained in a fixed 
compact neighbourhood X of dA for all t, and c(t, g) =f(t, g) for all t 
and all g in a (smaller)neighbourhood of &V. Set + =f- c. Then $ is C” 
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in a neighbourhood of R x (G\ &!), $ = 0 in a neighbourhood of a.&, 
tj(O, g) = 0 for all g, and 
in a neighbourhood of R x (G\J?), where cp is a C”‘-function on R x G 
such that cp(t, g) = 0 for all g in a fixed neighbourhood of a,#? and 
supp(cp(r, )) E X for all 1. We now apply Hilbert space theory to 
estimate $. 
By Proposition 3.8, f(t, .) = dR(x,) pI and all of its left or right 
derivatives of all orders lie in 2 = L’(G\,K, dg) for each t > 0. Since c( t, . ) 
is C” of compact support, the same is true of c(t, .) and hence of Il/(r, . ). 
Since $(r, . ) vanishes in a neighbourhood of d,li, it follows that 
I,@?, .)ED(~~) and (d,+)(t, .)=(dL$)(t, .) for all t>,O, where A, is the 
Laplacian on 2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a&, i.e., A, is the 
Friederich’s extension of A, restricted to the C”-functions with compact 
support in the interior of G\,X. Also, since the support of cp(r, .) does not 
intersect &k’, one has cp( t, .) E D(A,) fo all t 2 0. Thus +( t, .) satisfies the 
differential equation 
‘44 ) = d4 .I 
on 31”. Now introduce $, by 
Then, as cp(s, .) E D(A,) and as one easily verifies that A,cp(s, .) depends 
continuously on s on &‘, it follows that tj,(t, .)E D(A,) and by differen- 
tiating the integral with respect to t one concludes that 
1Cl,(4 .)=cp(L .L 
i.e., +r( t, . ) satisfies the same differential equation as II/. Now set 
x=@--l(ll. Then x(t,.)~W~), 
for all I 2 0, and x(0, .) = 0. It follows by a standard argument that 
x( I, . ) = 0 for all t. Namely if 
q(s, .)=e-(rpS)dD~(~, .)
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for O<s<t, then 
and consequently ~(s, .) = ~(0, . ), i.e., 
It follows that 
= s ’ds ep(r-s)dD cp(s, .), t > 0. 0 
If pD denotes the heat kernel for A, (see [6] for details), this equation has 
the form 
Thus to estimate 9 we must estimate the heat kernel pD. But, by 
Theorem 21.1 of [32], the semigroup t 2 0 + exp{ - [A,} is given by 
(f, e-‘%) = JQ dpo(w)f(MO)) g(4t)h 
where f, g E A?, p. is the unconditional Wiener measure for the diffusion 
process defined by the Laplacian A on G, and Q is the set of paths w on G 
such that O(S)+= for O<S< t. Now the semigroup r>O + exp{ -tA} 
on L’(G) is given by the same expression but now integrated over all paths. 
Since &, is a positive measure on path space it follows that 
where 8 is the modular function over G. Let k’ = k’(y) be constant such 
that for all t E (0, 11, 
s 
dg p,( g) eyigi < k’. 
G 
Then for TV (0, 11, 
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where X is a compact set containing the supports of cp(s, .) and c(s, -) for 
all s. Using the estimate on pD and changing the order of integration, we 
have this dominated by 
l’dgj- dh IW,h)l j dgp,-,(gh-‘)8(h-1)eY’g’ 
0 x G 
= (’ ds 1 dh I&, h)I 1 dgp,-,(g) eYIgh’. 
0 x G 
Because 1 gh( < 1 gl + (hi, this is dominated by 
k’ i): ds $, dh I&, h)J eylh’ 6 k’ Jo’ ds j. dh Ids, h)l &‘lh’ < k” < ocj. .z? 
Since the function c is C”’ with support of c(t, .) contained in X for all t, 
we have an estimate 
I dg Ic(t, g)( eiig’ <k”, t E (0, 11. G’ M 
Combining the estimates for + and c gives the estimate for dR(xi) p,(g) = 
$(t, g) + c(t, g), and completes the proof of Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.1. 
Combining Theorems 2.8 and 3.1 gives our principal integration result. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let (a’, ,9, V) be a representation of the Lie algebra ‘S 
and let A denote the Laplacian associated with a basis x, , . . . . xd of 9. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. (a) The V(x), x E Y, are conservative, 
(b) the closure d of A generates a continuous semigroup S such that 
S,i% c a,, and 
sup II W,) S,all G c I1411t1’2 
l<icd 
for all a E &9, and t E (0, 11, for some c > 0; 
2. The representation (W,, 9, V) is integrable to an isometric 
representation. 
Proof 1 * 2. This follows from Theorem 2.8. 
2 3 1. This follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.10. A similar characterization of integrability is valid for 
continuous but non-isometric representations. Then the condition that the 
V(x), XE 9, are conservative should be replaced by the weaker bounds 
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given in Remark 2.9. The proof is the same, but Theorem 2.8 is replaced by 
Remark 2.9. 
Note that it is a consequence of Theorem 3.8 that Condition 1 of the 
theorem is basis independent, i.e., if it holds for one basis of Q then it holds 
for all bases. This follows because V is integrable and the heat semigroup 
associated with a continuous representation of G and an arbitrary basis of 
9 satisfies Condition l(b). 
Stronger independence properties are also probably true. The calculation 
at the beginning of the section shows that if U is a unitary representation of 
G then 
1”’ sup II&(x,) S,II Q (2e)-li2. 
ICIbd 
This estimate is true for all bases. The other calculation for Iw” also gives a 
bound uniform for all bases and this uniformity is possibly a general 
feature. 
Combination of the estimates on the heat kernel given by Lemma 3.3 
and Theorem 21 provides estimates on higher derivatives of the heat kernel. 
COROLLARY 3.11. There exist k, 12 0 such that 
fi dl(x,,)p,(g) d kl”n!t-“‘2 
,=I 
for all n> 1. 
Proof: Consider the left regular representation of G on C,(G). Then 
for all f E C,,(G). Consequently 
IId&) S,II = I, dh IdW)p,(h)l, 
where I(. 11 indicates the operator norm associated with the supremum norm 
on C,(G). Now the conclusion of the corollary follows immediately from 
this identification and Theorem 2.1. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we illustrate the two main features of the paper with 
examples. 
580,‘79,‘2-9 
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Section 2 derives the integrability of a Lie algebra representation from 
estimates on the semigroup generated by the Laplace operator A and the 
individual operators V(X,) in a basis for the Lie algebra, i.e., the V(x,) are 
assumed conservative. Example 4.1 gives a class of non-integrable represen- 
tations V of the Lie algebra S/~(R), the sequence Hilbert space t*, such 
that the estimates on S are still satisfied but the operators V(x,) are not all 
conservative. The example depends on an instability feature of infinite 
Jacobi-matrices. 
The second example, Example 4.2, is included to illustrate the estimates 
from Section 3 on the spatial derivatives of the Gaussian on Lie groups. 
We point out that the estimates are sharp when G is the Heisenberg group. 
If G is a Lie group with a basis X,, . . . . X, for the Lie algebras of right- 
invariant analytic vector fields, the Gaussian p(t, g) is the solution to 
We find this solution for the Heisenberg group and we prove the estimate 
(4.1) 
by a scaling argument. (We have already seen that this estimate follows by 
scaling if the Lie group is I?‘. The only other Lie groups which have a 
scaling, although only a graded one, are a special class of nilpotent Lie 
groups which includes the Heisenberg group (see [ 15]), so a global scaling 
argument cannot be used for more general Lie groups.) 
EXAMPLE 4.1 (Non-integrable Lie Algebras). The integrability problem 
for representations of Lie algebras (a,, Y, V) is considered in 
Theorem 2.8, where three sufficient conditions are stated for integrability. 
They are essentially necessary as well. 
In this section, we give examples of non-integrable representations of 
3 = 38,(R) in the Hilbert space e* of one-sided sequences. Assumptions 1 
and 2 of Theorem 2.8 are satisfied in the examples whereas condition 0 is 
not satisfied. These examples are different from the example of non- 
integrable representations in Section 10 of [26]. In Nelson’s example, con- 
dition 0 is satisfied, but not assumptions 1 or 2, although a variant of 2 
does hold. While in Nelson’s example, the operators V(x), for XE 9, are 
skew-hermitian, not even the weaker condition (2.9) is satisfied in our 
examples. 
Let Y = d/,(R), and B = e2. Pick the basis {u”; n = 1,2, . ..} given by 
u,(m) = in.,, the Kronecker delta function. Let 9 be the complex linear 
span of the basis {u,,}. 
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We begin with a certain unitary, irreducible, discrete series represen- 
tation (!*, G, U), where G = S!,(R). Let x0 be the element in the Lie 
algebra Y = &‘z(R) which generates the circle group in &5,(R), namely 
1 0 1 
x0=2 -1 o. 
( > 
Then, s E R + U(exp sxo) is a group of unitary operators in e’, while 
s E R + U(exp sixo)) is a one-parameter group of unbounded self-adjoint 
operators. 
Let s E R\ { 0 } be given, and consider the representation (depending on S) 
g 4 U(exp six,) U(g) U(exp( -six,)), (4.2) 
defined formally on 9 for g E G = SL,(R). We show that this is not a con- 
tinuous representation by bounded operators. Moreover, the formally 
derived representation V, is non-integrable, and has the two required 
properties. 
The derived Lie algebra representation V, is determined as follows. For 
x E Y, the operator V,(x) is defined (formal differentiation) by 
V,(x) =% U(exp six,) U(exp tx) U(exp( -six,)) JrcO 
= U(exp six,) &I(x) U(exp( -sixo)) 
= dU(exp(si ad x,)(x)), (4.3a) 
where the element 
exp(si ad x0)(x) (4.3b) 
is in the complexified Lie algebra & and is given by the convergent power 
series, 
f (js)” 7 (ad xoYW 
n=O . 
We now recall the operator theoretical details of the specific discrete 
series representation U which we have in mind. It is given in terms of 
Bargmann’s [2] irreducible representation indices (T, q) with q the Casimir 
index. We take r = q = 0 for simplicity. (Other choices of (t, q) would work 
just as well.) In this case, the unitary representation is determined by three 
operators A,, A, as follows. 
Let {u”} be -the basis for e2, given by u,(m) = 6,,,, and define 
Aou, = nu,, A + un = ~JzU,, +19 and A _ u, = CI,_ , , for n = 1, 2, . . . . where 
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a,= (n(n+ 1))li2. Clearly, we have, A,* = A,, A? = A +, on 9 and 
A _ U, = 0. Pick a basis x0, x, , x1 for Y satisfying 
and define 
c-x0, x21 =x1 
CXO? x,] = -x* 
[x,, x2] =x0, 
(4.4) 
dU(x,) = iA, 
dU(x,)=(i/2)(A+ +A-) (4.5) 
dU(x2) = f(A + -A _ ). 
Then each operator dU(x,), i=O, 1,2, is skew-hermitian (see [22] for 
details), and the Laplace operator 
A= - c dU(x,)’ 
can easily be checked to satisfy A = 2A& or equivalently, Au, = 2n2u,, 
n = 1, 2, . ..) in terms of the orthonormal basis (Us}. We also have, for s E R, 
U(exp(six,)) = eesAo, 
or equivalently, 
U(exp(six,)) 2.4, =e-Q,, 
in terms of the basis. It follows that epAO is bounded for ~30, but unboun- 
ded for s < 0. 
For the representation V,, we have 
V,(x) = e-Sao dU(x) esAa, 
for x E Q = &,(R), and, by extension, for x in the complexified Lie algebra 
9ic = cd,(@). 
It follows from the choice (4.4) of basis {x,: i=O, 1, 2) that 
V,(x,) = dU((cosh s) x, - i(sinh s) x2) 
Vs(x2) = dU((cosh s) x2 + i(sinh s) x1). 
(4.6) 
Since A = 2Ai, it follows that 
,co V,(X,)~ = i BUD = -2A;, 
,=O 
and the continuous semigroup, S, = e-“, r E R,, is the same for the two 
representations, dU and V,. 
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We claim that the estimates 
II V,.(x,) S,II <Cl t-‘!2 (4.7) 
holdfor i=O, 1, 2, teR+. 
Once the estimate (4.7) is established, Corollary 2.4 with 9 = a,, implies 
that each basis vector U, is analytic for the representation V, of ‘?J and, 
more generally, for dU($$), where gc = se,(@) is the complexilied Lie 
algebra. 
Since the representation dU is integrable, it can easily be checked that 
IIdU(x,) S,II < (2e)“’ t-l;‘, (4.8) 
for i=O, 1,2, t E Iw,. (See the introduction to Section 3.) But (4.6) then 
yields 
II V,(x,) S,lI = Il((cosh s) dU(-u,) - i(sinh s) dU(x,)) S,lI 
d cash s IldU(x,) S,II + lsinh sl IldU(x,) S,lI 
< (2e) - ‘I’( cash s + 1 sinh sl ) t I;* 
< (Ze) - I;2 elsl . t I/2, 
where (4.7) is used for i = 1, 2. The case i = 0 is trivial. It follows that the 
constant ci in (4.7) may be taken to be ci = (2e)-“* e’“‘. 
Let S c Q = &‘,(lR) denote the real subspace spanned by the two basis 
elements x,, x2, in (4.4). We now prove that, ifx~9’\{0}, and s~lR\(0}, 
then the operator V,(x) is not the generator of a strongly continuous one- 
parameter group of bounded operators on e2. (We remark that similar con- 
siderations apply more generally to any semisimple real Lie group G and a 
discrete series unitary representation U of G.) 
Let 68 be the complex associative nveloping algebra of g. We recall that 
a is a *-algebra with the *-operation specified (uniquely) by 
x*=-x XES. (4.9a) 
Since the representation U is unitary, we have 
dU(x)* = -dU(x), XE3, (4.9b) 
as an operator identity on the dense invariant domain 9 of all finite linear 
combinations of the K-finite basis vectors {un; n = 1,2, . . . >. It follows from 
(49a), (4.9b) that the representation (9, 9, dU) extends naturally to a 
*-representation of a, and we shall denote this representation also by &J. 
Recall that the representation V, satisfies 
V,(x) = dU(exp(is ad x0)(x)) (4.3a) 
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for x E 9, and, by extension, for all x E a. However, V, is not a *-represen- 
tation, unless s = 0. But each operator V,(x) is closable with domain 9. In 
fact, we have 
V,(x)* = dU(exp(is ad x0)(x))* 
= dU(exp(is ad x0)(x)*) 
Zy(-(ad*,)“(X))) 
rr . 
= - dlr(exp( -is ad x,,)(x)) 
= - V-,(x), (4.10) 
as an identity on 9, for every x E 9. 
Let K be the circle-subgroup of .X,(R), i.e., K= {exp rx,: TV R}. We 
have the following transitivity: For every XE~‘\ {O}, and y ~9, there is a 
pair 1, I E R such that y = A exp(t ad x0)(x). It follows that 
V,(y) = AU(e’.xo) V,(x) U(e’-‘O)*, 
and, if the operator V,(x) is a generator for some x, then it is a generator 
for all y. 
If V,(x) is assumed to be a generator it then follows from the analyticity 
and invariance of the domain 9 for V,, and Theorem 3.1 in [ 111, that the 
representation V, is integrable to a strongly continuous representation of 
the simply connected covering group G of X.,(R) on L2. If W, denotes 
the representation of G which satisfies dW,= V,, then we consider the 
contragredient representation mJ of G, defined by 
R(g)= WAC I)*, gEG, (4.1 la) 
It is also continuous, and satisfies 
d@‘$(x) a = V-,(x) a, aE9, XE9. (4.11b) 
Indeed, 
dit,(x) a =; Ps(erx) a lfcO 
=i Ws(epfX)* a lrcO= -dW,(x)* a 
= - v,(x)* a = V-,(x) a, aE9, 
where (4.10) was used in the last step. We conclude that the representation 
VP, is also integrable. 
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Consider now the five linear operators 
Wxcl) = ~s(&d and V+sh)r k = 1, 2, (4.12) 
with 9 c P as dense invariant domain. Since both of the representations 
V+, are integrable and 9 consists of analytic vectors for each of these 
operators, Theorem 3.1 in [ 1 l] implies that the real Lie algebra dp of 
dU(?&) generated, through commutators and linear combinations, by the 
five operators (4.12) is integrable. The important point is that 9, being a 
subalgebra of dU(gc), is finite dimensional. 
We have the two formulae 
e-‘V,(x,) - e’V_,(x2) = - l/2 sinh(2s) A + 
[VAX,), V-,(x,)] = - sinh(2s) A,. 
Since Y is integrable and SE Iw\ {0}, each of the operators A +, and A,, 
generates a one-parameter group of bounded operators on e2. This is a 
contradiction. 
This shows that V,(x) is not a generator for any XEP\{O} and 
s E W\ (0). Moreover, it follows from the analyticity of the domain 9 for 
V,(x) and a version of the Hille-Yosida theorem [4, Theorem 3.1.221 that 
the estimates mentioned in Remark 2.9, 
fail for any choice of the constants 6, m E (0, 1 ] and w > 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 (The Heisenberg Group). We shall realize the Heisenberg 
group as the group G of all upper triangular real 3 x 3 matrices with ones 
in the diagonal. The matrix multiplication may be given in co-ordinates 
a = (a,, u2, Us) E Iw3 as follows. The co-ordinate expression for the goup 
product of two elements a and a’ in G is 
(u,+u;,u,+u;,u,,+u;+u,a;). 
The corresponding basis of right-invariant vector fields on G may be taken 
as 
x,=$+u,$ (4.13) 
I 3 
x2=$ 
2 
x3=-$ 
3 
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and the corresponding right-invariant Laplace operator A on G is then 
given as 
A=AI.z+A~, (4.14) 
where 
-A,.,=Xf+x: (4.15) 
and 
-A,=g. (4.16) 
We have split off the third element in the usual elliptic sum because the 
central vector field X, = [X,, X,] plays a special role. 
We now solve the heat equation on G, giving a formula for the heat 
kernel. 
Let ~,,~(t, g) be the convolution semigroup of probability measures on G 
which satisfies 
$1.2(f.g)‘-~1,2P1,2(~,g) (4.16)’ 
and 
!h,*(r,g) lr=o=&g). 
Known properties of pl,z follow from [ 16, 7, 201. In fact, explicit formulae 
are known for P,,~ [21], and for the Fourier transform [7, 181. Define 
P(t~g)=j~x dcp,,At, al, a2, a3 -c)(4~t)-‘~~ exp( -c2/4t), 
i.e., convolution in the third variable with the Gaussian heat kernel for R. 
It can be checked directly that p(t), given by p(r)(g) =~(t, g), satisfies 
$0 = -4(r), 
where A is the full Laplacian on G, and p(O) = 6. 
We shall also need that p(t) can be factored as 
At) =Pl,z(t) *p3(t), 
where p3( t) satisfies 
(4.17) 
$= -A,p,(r), P3W) = 6, 
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and is given by 
p,(t, a,, u2, u3) = &a,, a2)(4at)-‘/2 exp( -a34t). 
Recall that the measure p3(t) has total mass one for all t E IX,. For 
i = 1,2, we have 
X,At) = (Xl !7,.2(t)) * p3(t) 
and similarly 
x3 P(t) =P1.2(t) * x,P,(t)v 
where (4.17) is used, together with the centrality of the vector field X3. 
Using the sub-multiplicative property of the norm on the measure algebra 
M(G) we find 
Ilx,P(t)ll, s lIJ-lP,.2(~)llI~ i= 1,2, (4.18) 
and 
ID-3 At)ll I s II~,PA~)ll1 (4.19) 
We now turn to the estimation of the right-hand sides in the two 
inequalities. 
In working with the scaling group of automorphisms of G, we shall 
identify an automorphism c on G with an operator defined on functions 
on G. The operator, again denoted by 0, is defined by 
(d-)(g) =S(dg)) 
for g E G. Similarly, vector fields will be regarded as acting on P-functions 
on G. 
Now it is immediately verified that the scaling group cl, t E R + , defined 
by 
fll(Ql, a29 4) = (w, la,, f24), 
satisfies 
xia, = tcTJ,, i= 1,2, (4.20) 
and 
XjcT[ = t2a,X3. (4.21) 
It follows from the uniqueness of the solution to the problem (4.16)’ that 
p ,,2 satisfies 
P,.2(t,g)=PL,Z(L J,-&b-2. (4.22) 
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We remark that the harmonic analysis, and the asymptotic properties, of 
the sublaplacian heat kernel ~,,~(t) recently have been studied on the basis 
of the scaling formula (4.22), and we refer to the monograph [7] and 
references therein for details. 
We will use the transformation law 
J-G &f(~,(g)) = t-4 s, &f(g), (4.23) 
which follows from the definition of Haar measure on G. 
Next from (4.18) we have, for i= 1,2, 
llmQ,2(~)llI=t-2 II~,~,-~!2P,,2(l)ll, 
= trS12 (lG,-1~2X,pL,2(1)()I 
=t-‘i2 II~,P,,,(l)ll,~ 
where we have used (4.20), (4.22), and (4.23). 
Similarly from (4.19), 
~~X,p,(t)l~,=~~dc~(4nt)-‘“exp(-~2/4t) 
= 2(47Tt) ~ Liz, 
where we have used the formula for p3(t) in terms of the Gaussian on R. 
When these two facts are combined, the desired conclusion, 
5 dg IX,p(f, g)l < f-“*c,, (4.24) G 
follows for i= 1, 2, 3, where c,= IIX,p,,2(l)llr,,c;, for i= 1, 2, and 
cj = (4x)-‘/2. 
The finiteness of the integrals 
s dg IX,P,,,(L g)l G 
follows by explicit calculation, or the later part of the proof in Section 3 
(see also Lemma 8.2 in [26] ). 
Finaly, we note that the argument above may be relined to give the 
stronger conclusion that the estimates (4.21) are sharp, in the sense that the 
limit 
lim t”* IIK At)ll L,(G) 
r-o 
exists. We omit details. 
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Remark 4.3. Let (W, U, G) be a continuous representation of the 
Heisenberg group G in a Banach space W, and let P be an mth order 
element in the complex enveloping algebra of ‘9 defined in terms of the 
basis {X,: i= 1,2,3 > for 9, with X, = [X,, X,] central. Define two 
operators 
H= -(dU(i!q2 + dU(X,)2) 
and 
L, = d&Y”‘) 
on the Girding space. Then there are constant k, 1 depending only on G 
such that 
IILe -‘“all <k . I” .rn!tpm” l/all (4.25) 
for aEB’, and O<t< 1. 
The result yields, in particular, estimates on arbitrary polynomials in the 
quantum mechanical momentum and position operators when applied to 
the Schrtidinger representation, in which case H is the harmonic oscillator 
Hamiltonian; see [lo]. 
Proof: Let )IL,e-‘“11 denote the operator norm of the bounded 
operator L,epyH. Since U is a continuous representation we have 
II Ug)ll G aeBigl, 
where 1 gl = (a;’ + a; + a:)‘14, and it follows that 
IILe -rHII ,< a 5 G dg IX”p(t, g)l epigJ, (4.26) 
where p(t) is the heat kernel defined by the sublaplacian q + g, i.e., 
P,,~( t) in Example 4.2. 
For t E (0, I] we find, by scaling, the L,(G)-norm estimate 
I dg IX”p(t, g)l eBfg’ = t -mi2 I dg Ix”p( 1, g)l e8”‘21g’ 
6 t-“‘j2 5 dg IXmp( 1, g)l eslg’. 
But p(l)(g) =p( 1, g) is an analytic vector, by [20], for the left-regular 
representation acting on the efllgl weighted L,-space. The estimates 
II~P(l III L,(G,& < kl”m! 
follow immediately. 
Combining this with (4.26), (4.25) follows, 
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5. THE HEAT KERNEL 
The estimates on group representations obtained in Section 3 follow 
from L,-estimates on derivatives of the heat kernel. Combination of these 
estimation techniques and the iteration methods of Section 2 give even 
more information about the heat kernel. One can estimate moments of 
derivatives of the kernel in exponentially weighted L,-spaces. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a connected Lie group, x,, . . . . xd a basis of its 
Lie algebra 9, and p,(g) the corresponding heat kernel. Then for all m 2 0 
and y > 0 there exist constants k,,,(y) and l,,,(y) > 0 such that 
s G 
dg lgl” erlgl i(fi, dL(x,)) p,(g)1 <k,(y) l,(y)” n!tfflP”‘” 
for all n > 0, t E (0, 11, and 1 < i, < d. 
Zf G is compact or abelian, then for each y > 0 there exist constants k(y) 
and l(y) such that for all n, m 2 0, t E (0, I], and 1 < i, < d, 
I dg (gl” eYlgl G / (fi, dL(x,,)) p,(g)1 <k(y) l(y)m+n n! m! t(n-m)i2. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If U is a continuous representation of G on a Banach 
space satisfying 11 U(g) II 6 Meylg’, then for all n, m >, 0, 
:i 
dg lgl Pm’i2 
for tE (0, 11. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 requires several steps. First, following the 
method of proof of Theorem 3.1, we show that 
sup t Pn’2 i ds Id” e’lgip,k) < 00, 0<161 G 
and 
,InHd o yy 1 t ~~ (n - ’ ji2 I dg IA” eyig’ IdU-dp,(g)l < ~0, . . I. G 
for all n >, 0 and y > 0. We then give inductive arguments to establish the 
more precise bounds of Theorem 5.1 for the cases m = 0, 1, and finally to 
obtain the bounds for ma2. For the next two lemmas, we adopt the 
notation used in the proofs of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. 
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LEMMA 5.3. For every n 2 0 there is a constant k(n) such that for all 
tE (0, 11, 
(a) fs,z & lgl”p,(g)~k(n) f”*v 
(b) max,.f., & Id” IMx,)p,k)l <k(n) t(n-“‘2, 
(c) max,J., & Id” IWx,)p,k)l <k(n) P1”*. 
Proof: Because of Lemma 3.4, the second and third statements are 
equivalent, so we prove (a) and (b). It sufftces to prove estimates for the 
corresponding integrals over A’ c ‘22, with respect 
namely 
to Lebesgue measure, 
I ds 1.~1~ p,(s) Q ktni2, .c- 
and 
I ds IsIn (X,p,(s)l <kr(“-‘I’* .4. 
for t E (0, 11. In order to handle both cases together we write 
xnf= 
{ 
f if m=O 
X*f if m=l’ 
for fe Cco(A’“). Decompose pt(s) = q,(t, s) + q2(t, s) as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.6. By [ 11, 
for suitable constants C and a, and for m = 0, 1. It now follows as in the 
proof of 3.6 that 
Second, since q2 is C” on IR’ x ,V with q2(t, .) = 0 for t < 0, the same is true 
of X,q2, and it follows that 
as t + 0, for any u > 0, and consequently for some C”(n) 
s ds IsJn IX”q2(t, s)l d C”(n) I” < C”(n) t(“-mMZ .4- 
for t E (0, 11. Combining the estimates for q, and q2 gives the result. 
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LEMMA 5.4. For all v > 0, n 2 0, 1’ > 0, and 1 < i < d, 
(a) SC., K dg Id” eylg’pI(g) = Wt”), 
(b) jc ,,& Id” ei’lg’ IdR(x,) p,( g)j = O(t”), 
(c) {c .K & Id” egig’ IdL(x,) p,( g)l = 0(t”), 
as t+O. 
Proof Since I glrr < n! elg’, it sufftces to prove the statements for n = 0. 
Statements (b) and (c) are equivalent by Lemma 3.4. We deal with (a) and 
(b) together, writing f(t, g) for p,(g) or dR(x,)p,(g). In either case f is a 
C” solution of 
( > ;+A, f(t,g)=O 
for (t, g) in a neighbourhood of R x (G\ A’), with f (t, 0) = 0. Now decom- 
pose f as f = $ + c as in the proof of Lemma 3.7. Since c is a P-function 
on 58 x G with c(t, 0) =0 for t 60 and supp(c(t, .)) contained in a fixed 
compact set K for all t, we have Ilc( t, .)I1 7c = O(t”) as t + 0 and 
dg Ic(t, g)l ei’lg’ = 
i 
dg Ic( t, g)l eylg’ = 0( t”) as t -+O. 
29 
Next we have 
vQ(t,g)= j’dsj dh&, (g, h) cp(s, h), 
0 G .K 
where cp is also C” on R’ x G with cp(s, .) = 0 for s < 0 and 
supp(cp(s, .)) E X for all s. Hence for all v > 0 there is a constant c(v) such 
that IIcp(.s, .)II, <c(u) s” for SE [0, 11. Finally, following the end of the 
proof of 3.7 we obtain for t E (0, 11, and v > 0, 
I dg I+(?, g)l eYlg’ <k’ ” ds dh Iq(s, h)( eYlhl G J I 0 x 
<k’c(v)j’dss”J dheY”“=O(t”+‘). 
0 x 
Statements (a) and (b) now follow from the estimates on tj and c. 
LEMMA 5.5. For every y > 0 and n 2 0 there is a constant l(y, n) such that 
for all tE(0, l] 
(a) SC; dg Id” e y’g’p,(g) G l(y, n) tn12, 
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(b) max, SC 4 I gl n e p’g’ IdR(x,)p,(g)( <l(y, n) t+“!2, 
(cl max, SC dg Igl” eybgLIdL(x,)p,(g)( d I(y, n) t(“- l)/?. 
Proof Combine 5.3 and 5.4. 
LEMMA 5.6. For every ]I> 0 there is an I, > 0 such that for n > 0 and 
lE (0, 11. 
5 & Igl”e ““‘p,(g) <l;;n! t”i2. G 
Proof: By Lemma 5.5(a), 
C,, = max 
i 
1, sup t -n’2 
f 
dg IgIn eYfg’p,( g) 
o<r<1 G 
is finite. Using pt =pti2 * pl12 we have 
I dg Igl”e G ““‘p,(g) = fH dh fG d. Id” e’ig’p,,2(h) Pr12W’g) 
= fG dh p,,dh) fG ds Ikl” ey’hg’p,12(g). 
Since lhgl < Ihl + IgJ, this is dominated by 
dh IhIP e”h’p,,2(h) fG & Iglnpp e”g’p,,2(g) 
Hence, 
cp.0 cn - p.0. 
n-1 
c”,,<cn,,co,,2~2-“‘2+2-“!2 1 n Cp,OCn~p,O. 
0 a=1 p 
Choose N> 2 so that 
co,02-+2)/2<& and 2-““(n-2)<+ 
for n 2 N. Then choose I, so that 
C,,, < I;f n! 
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forO~n~N-l.Letn~NandassumethatC+,~f~k!holdsfork~n-l. 
Then using the choice of N and the induction hypothesis we have 
c,,, d ; c,,, + 2 ~ ni2 
n-l n 
=o 
[opp! /;-qn -p)! 
p l P 
Thus Cn,O < &I!, and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 5.7. For every y > 0 there exist constants k, and 1, > 0 such that 
for na0, 1 <i<d, and tE (0, 11, 
s dg lgl” eylgl IdL(x,)p,(g)J < k,l’fn! t’“- ‘ji2. G 
Proof. Define 
C,,,=max 1, max sup t-(“-m”2 G dg IgJ” eylgl (dL(x,)p,(y)l 
{ l~l~dOcr<l s G 
for m = 0, 1 and for n 2 0. Then C,,, < co, by Lemma 5.5. We set 
1, = lo(4Co.o + 11, 
where I, is the constant of Lemma 5.6, and choose kl, so that 
C,,,fk,I;n! 
for n = 0, 1. We show by induction that this inequality persists for all n 2 0. 
For n20, tE (0, 11, and 1~ (0, l), 
I & Id” eyig’ ldUxi)P~t *p~~-~~,k)l~ G dg Id” eyig’ IU+~,)p,(g)l =I G 
Now by a computation similar to that in Lemma 5.6, the integral is 
dominated by 
n n 
Q> y=o 4 
c,, c, _ q,o( 1 _ J$n - qv2 A’4 - 1 )Pfb - ‘J/2, 
so 
c,,, sg Cn~kCo,0P-“‘2 + (1 - A)n’z I-“‘2 ” c,,, C,_,,(A./(l -I))Q’2. 
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We choose A=tC&,<$. Then @(l--A.)<+, and C0,0A(n-1)‘2<~, so for 
n82 
c,,, 6 Cn,,P +2co,o i n 0 q=l 4 cq, I c,* - q.0. 
Let na2 and assume C,, Qk,lf for q<n- 1. Then 
C,,I s 4co.o f n 
0 q=l 4 
k,ffl;;-Yq! (n-q)! 
= kll; n! 4C,., i (Zo/l,)n-q 
q=l 
< k,lln! 4Co,,lolU, - 1,) 
6k,I;n! 
by our choice of I,. This concludes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let (A,(g)) be the matrix of the adjoint representation of G 
on B with respect o the basis xl, . . . . x& Then for cp, *C%(G), 
Wx,)(cp * Icl)(g) = - f 4,W’Kcp * dW,) $I( g) 
J=I 
=,c, t&d * cdLtxJ) $)k)l 
where k,(h) = A,,(h-‘). 
Proof This follows without difficulty from the formula 
(Ux,) $1(g)= WWWg-‘KU Il/)k); 
see Lemma 3.4. Of course, the formulae remain valid for cp, 1+9 of sufficiently 
rapid decrease at infinity. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The result has been verified already for m = 0, 1 
and n 2 0. Define 
C,, = max 1, max sup t -(n -m)12 
( ‘1, -'mOcr<L 
X 
5 dg lgl" eyig' ii wqP,k) 1 G 
J=I II 
580;79i2-10 
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which a priori may be infinite. Using Lemma 5.8 we have 
= 2 ~&IglneY1g’ IAl,, fi dL(J,,)p,,-,),rdl(x,lp,,(g)), p = I J=2 
for any 1 E (0, 1). Computing as in Lemma 5.6 one finds that this is 
dominated by 
x s dg Id4 Gg’ ldLb,,)p,,k)l. (5.1) 
We consider first the case that G is compact or abelian. Set 
L =max my i Ik,,(h)I. 
1 p=l 
Then our integral is dominated by 
dh Ihl”-YeY’h’ fi dL(xl,)p,,pA,,(h) 
J=2 
Hence 
x & IglY~yig’ IdLb-,,)~~,(g)l. I 
C”,,,< L f * 0 Cn--q.m-,Cq,,(l -jl)(n-9--m+‘)‘2~‘*-‘)‘2. (5.2) f/=0 4 
Set f,=max{l,, 2k,L}. Let m>2 and suppose that for q<m- 1 we have 
C,,, ,< k, I; + ?I! q! for all n 2 0. Then 
c,,< L i n! 
q=o q!(n -4Y 
k:/;-,+“-I (n-q)!(m- I)! Ifq! 
x (1-I) (n-q-m+l);2 (q--l)i’Z A 
=k,l;+‘%!m! Lk,(l --A) 
{ 
(n+l)/2~~v2(1 -~)-“lqm/,)-’ 
x ,co (1,/12)qw/(1 -d))q’2 . (5.3) 
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We choose A= l/m’<b. Then (l/m)lP(“2)= 1, (1 -1)-“‘2<$, 
(1 - 1)@+‘)” 6 1, and (/,/l,)(n/(l -I.))“’ Q $. It follows that 
C,,<k,l;+“n! m!(2Lk,/l,) 
by the choice of I,. 
<k,l;‘“n! m! 
Next we turn to the general case. We can assume that the constant l(y) 
of Lemma 5.7 is strictly increasing with y. Let a, /I be constants such that 
max IA,(g)1 < ae41gi. 
1. I 
For m> 1 we set I,(y)=I,(y+ (m- l)j?) and for ma2 we define k, 
inductively by 
k,(y) = 3ad2”‘2kl(y) k- ,(r + PP. 
Fix m 2 2 and suppose that for all q <m - 1, n b 0, and y > 0 we have 
Cm, 6 k,(y) ,;(Y) n!. 
Using the growth rate [k,,(h)/ <aefil”l in (5.2), and taking 1= 4, we arrive 
at 
C,.,<ad f n 
0 q=o q 
Cn-q,m~,(y+~)C4.*2~(n-m~‘2. 
By the induction hypothesis 
C,, < ad2m’2k,(y) k,,- ,(y + B) 2?” 
( 
i !;:q, (y + j?) If(y) n!. 
C/=0 ) 
Since each term in the sum is no more than I;(y), and 2-““(n + 1) < g, 
C,,., <l:(y) n! ad2”“k,(y) k,- I(y +/I) .t 
= k,(y) t,(r) n!. 
This completes the proof of the general case. 
We have essentially abdicated control over the growth of the constants 
with m in the general case in Theorem 5.1. 
PROBLEM. Obtain better control over the constants k, and I, in 
Theorem 5.1. 
As a start one should solve the following: 
PROBLEM. Determine the growth with y of 
I ds e”%,(g). 
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